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Abstract. This tutorial presents what kind of computation can be carried out inside a Euclidean space with dedicated primitives—and discrete
or hybrid (continuous evolution between discrete transitions) time scales.
The presented models can perform Classical (Turing, discrete) computations as well as, for some, hyper and analog computations (thanks
to the continuity of space). The first half of the tutorial presents three
models of computation based on respectively: ruler and compass, local
constraints and emergence of polyhedra and piece-wise constant derivative. The other half concentrates on signal machines: line segments are
extended and replaced on meeting. These machines are capable hypercomputation and analog computation and to solve PSPACE-problem in
“constant space and time” though partial fractal generation.
Keywords: Analog computation · Computability · Fractal computation · Fractal generation · Hybrid-computation · Hyper-computation ·
Mondrian Automata · Piece-wise constant derivative · Ruler and compass · Signal machine · Turing computation
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Introduction

This tutorial provides some insight on the following question: What can be done
with a Euclidean space with dedicated primitives and controls? Space is not considered as the place to assemble gates and wires but as the substrate of computation itself. The general framework is not machines or automata but some
Euclidean space where information is displayed and evolved according to some
dynamics.
The approaches considered here are: constructions with ruler and compass,
polyhedra emerging from local constraints, extending a sequence of line segments
across polyhedral regions, extending line segments until they intersect, etc. In
each case, distance, carried information, available room, encounters/collisions,
etc., are elements where spatial localization matters.
Space is Euclidean, this means, on the one hand, that it is continuous and,
on the other hand, that the underlying geometry is the one of points, lines
and circles. This geometrical point of view is prevalent here as shown by the
illustrations. This general framework has limitations: no diﬀerential equation, no
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algebraic geometry, etc. Outside of instantaneous “border” crossing or apparatus
operation, all is straightforward and absolutely plain. The models presented here
belong to a more general framework: hybrid systems with continuous (related to
the nature of space and possibly time) and discrete (phase transition, collision,
etc.) traits.
Continuity opens the way to Zenon eﬀects: an inﬁnite number of discrete
transitions during a ﬁnite (continuous) duration (in a ﬁnite space). Many models
use this capability to hyper-compute (solving the Halting problem and even “less
computable” problems, see Syropoulos (2010)).
Like Euclidean geometry, presented models are idealized: lines have zero
width, positions are exact, etc. From the physics standpoint, they are more
abstract than realistic: unbounded density of information, space is Euclidean at
every scale, etc.
When Turing computability is addressed, rational versions of the models are
used: all coordinates, speeds, etc., are rational numbers. On the one hand, this
often allows exact manipulation on a computer and on the other hand, it prevents
oracles to be encoded in the system as a real number [for example the solution
to the Halting problem as Chaitin’s omega number (Calude 2002, Chap. 7)].
Each presented model is described, main results and references are provided.
Proofs are omitted as well as complex results. Clues are provided as long as they
remain intelligible.
This tutorial has two parts. The ﬁrst part presents three computing models.
The ﬁrst model, the Geometric Computation Machines of Huckenbeck (1989,
1991), uses an automaton to activate ruler and compass and generates points,
lines and circles. The second one, the Mondrian Automata of Jacopini and
Sontacchi (1990), starts from uniform local constraints (on open balls from Rn )
on space-time diagrams ensuring causality; from these emerge polyhedra at the
usual scale. The third one, the Piece-wise Constant Derivative of Asarin and
Maler (1995); Asarin et al. (1995), partitions space into polyhedral regions corresponding to constant speeds; the orbit starting from a single point can perform
inﬁnitely many region changes during a ﬁnite portion.
The second part concentrates on one model: the signal machines of
Durand-Lose (2005, 2006). After the deﬁnition of the model, a simulation of a
generic Turing machine is presented. Using the continuity of both space and time,
it is possible to dynamically scale down the computation and accelerate to implement a form of the Black Hole model of computation (and to hyper-compute).
Fractal generation scheme can be used in order to dispatch sub-computations
and to achieve fractal computation (allowing, e.g., to solve quantiﬁed SAT in
constant space and time). This part ends by showing that the model is capable
of analog computation (computing over real numbers).
This survey of computing models involving space is not comprehensive. Some
models like cellular automata or tile assembling systems have their own devoted
conferences (or already had been the subject of a tutorial at UCNC) and have
so much literature about that each would spread over a few books; it would be
pointless to present them in a few pages. Models using higher level mathematics
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(diﬀerential equations, algebraic geometry, etc.) would not ﬁt here and neither
would algorithmic geometry. Many others (e.g. continuous counterparts of cellular automata like (Hagiya 2005; Takeuti 2005), use of optics to manipulate
2D-pictures (Naughton and Woods 2001; Woods and Naughton 2005)) are not
addressed just because the purpose is to show the variety and speciﬁcity and not
make an inventory.
This tutorial is based on the survey Durand-Lose (2016).

2
2.1

Three Models Operating on Euclidean Geometry
Ruler and Compass

This section is devoted to the work of Huckenbeck (1989, 1991) on Geometric
Computation Machines. The primitives of these machines are the usual geometric
operations that can be carried out with ruler and compass. The purpose is not
to do algorithmic geometry (would it be discrete, symbolic or algebraic) but to
construct in a two dimensional Euclidean space.
Each machine is an automaton (or program) equipped with a ﬁnite number
of registers. There are three kinds of register: for points, for lines and for circles.
The states of the automaton are used to represent both the program counter
and to record the state of the computation (i.e. Unﬁnished, Finished and Error, the
last two ones are ﬁnal).
The available operations are:
– output a value (point, line or circle),
– put in a register the intersection of two lines,
– put in a register one of the intersections of a line and a circle (optionally
diﬀerent from some point),
– put in a register one of the intersections of two circles (optionally diﬀerent
from some point),
– put in a register the line going through two points,
– put in a register the circle whose center is given (as a point) as well as its
radius (as the distance between two points),
– copy a register, and
– Finished.
Intersections do not necessarily exist and neither are unique. This means that
the execution of the automaton is non deterministic. Whenever an instruction
cannot be carried out, the branch (of the tree of all possible executions) ends
with Error.
If the whole tree of possible executions is ﬁnite, has only Finished (i.e. no
Error) leafs and all its branches generate the same output, then the computation
succeeds and the output is the common output (it is generated by every branch).
For example, the program of Fig. 1 computes the middle of a segment (whose
extremities are A and B and are the only input). Please note that there are two
possible executions (where are p1 and p2 ?), but their outputs are identical.
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1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

c1 ← Circle ( center A, radius d(A,B) )
c2 ← Circle ( center B, radius d(A,B) )
p1 ← Intersection ( c1 , c2 )
p2 ← Intersection ( c1 , c2 ) diﬀerent from p1
d1 ← Line ( p1 , p2 )
d2 ← Line ( A, B )
p3 ← Intersection ( d1 , d2 )
Output p3
Finished
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Fig. 1. Constructing the middle of the segment AB.

With the given primitives, it is also possible to construct the perpendicular
to a line passing through a point and then the parallel.
Conditional jump instructions are like “if pk ∈ E go to i: otherwise to j:”
where pk is a point-register and E is a predeﬁned set used as an oracle.
A simple case is when E contains only the origin (0, 0) and points (1, 0) and
(0, 1) are provided as constants. The functions (computable in bounded time)
from an n-tuple of points to n-tuple of points are exactly the ones where the
input is divided in ﬁnitely many pieces (deﬁned as intersection of ﬁnitely many
algebraic surfaces) where the coordinates of the output can be expressed with
rational functions. This is related to the possibility to implement the following
primitives: on the one hand, projections (x, y) → (x, 0), (x, y) → (y, 0) and reconstruction (x, 0) (y, 0) → (x, y) and, on the other hand, addition, multiplication
and division on the x axis as on Fig. 2.
y
x+y
2

(0, 0)

y

x+y

1

x
(0, 0)

(a) addition: ( x+y
, 0) then (x + y, 0)
2

1

y

x

xy

(b) multiplication: (0, y) then (xy, 0)

Fig. 2. Constructing from (x, 0) and (y, 0) with constants (0, 0), (1, 1) and (0, 1).

This corresponds to the classical construction of numbers computable with
rule and compass (Conway and Guy 1996, Chap. 7). These are also closed by
square rooting. Here, the condition that each branch should generate the same
output makes it impossible for root to appear (Huckenbeck 1991).
It should be noted that since the following operations can be performed:
(x, 0) → (x + 1, 0), (x, 0) → (x − 1, 0), and test whether (x, 0) is (0, 0); an
unbounded counter can be encoded with a point register. These machines can
simulate any 2-counter automaton and are thus Turing-universal.
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Mondrian Automata

The work of Jacopini and Sontacchi (1990) starts from a space and time modeling
of reality. Hypotheses are made from which follow local constraints that brought
forth the emergence of polyhedra.
In a Euclidean space of any dimension, each point is associated with a
state/color. The hypothesis is made that color and local neighborhood are linked:
if two points have the same color, then there is a suﬃciently small (non-zero)
radius where balls match. This is depicted in Fig. 3.

(a) colored space

(b) local constraints

Fig. 3. Mondrian space. (Color figure online)

As a consequence, if there is a ball of uniform color then any point of this
color is only surrounded by this color. Topologically, this means that they form
an open set. Similarly, if there is a curve (of zero width) of a color then the curve
must be a line segment: identical neighborhood implies a constant derivative.
All the points of this color must be on parallel line segments and, following any
direction, the surrounding colors should be the same. The extremities of the
segments should have diﬀerent colors.
More generally, each color corresponds to polyhedral regions of equal and
parallel dimension. When they are restricted to their dimensions, they are open
and the frontiers of lesser dimensions should be colored diﬀerently. Whereas
following any other direction, adjacent colors are always the same.
Another hypothesis is that there is a ﬁnite number of colors. Hence, having a
common neighborhood (up to re-scaling) for each color deﬁnes all the constraints.
They provide all the information on the dimensions and directions associated to
each color as well as the color of the neighbors of higher dimensions.
Next step consists in adding one dimension for time and constraints for
causality. This is deﬁned by a speed of light, c and the condition that the color
of a point is uniquely deﬁned by what is inside the past cone (delimited by
the speed of light). Figure 4(b) shows two portions of space at diﬀerent dates
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where colors are displayed similarly. The two cones based on these portions and
delimited by the speed of light are thus identical.
time

time
Δ

t+Δ

cΔ

t
t−Δ
x

t
Δ

y
cΔ

(a) past and future cones

y

t
x
(b) causality

Fig. 4. Cones and causality. (Color figure online)

Another argument from physical modelisation is that the system should be
reversible at local scale. This implies that the same constraint is also applied
with time running in the opposite direction. This corresponds to exchanging the
cones (pointing to past and future) in Fig. 4(b).
Temporal constraints can also be read at the polyhedra scale. It is possible to
think in terms of intersections and collisions (this kind of approach is developed
in the signal machine section). At this level, simulating a Turing machine in
dimension 2 (or 1 + 1 for time) would look like Fig. 8(b) except for reversibility.
(Reversible signal machines can compute as proven in Durand-Lose (2012).)
2.3

Piece-Wise Constant Derivative

In this model introduced in Asarin and Maler (1995), space is partitioned into a
ﬁnite number of polyhedral regions. On each region, a constant speed is deﬁned.
On Fig. 5, thick lines separate the regions and the arrows indicate the directions
of speeds.
Starting from any point a trajectory is deﬁned. When a region border is
reached, movement just follows on the other side with the new speed. In Fig. 5,
two trajectories are indicated. They both start on the left. The dashed trajectory
changes direction twice and then goes away forever. The dotted one is wrapping
itself inﬁnitely around the intersection point of three regions.
This second trajectory is singular: it changes region inﬁnitely often but nevertheless reaches its limit in ﬁnite time (as a convergent geometrical sum) and
stops there. There are two distinct time scales: a continuous time one where the
limit is reached in ﬁnite time and an inﬁnite discrete time one (of region change
events). This is a Zeno phenomenon/eﬀect.
The rest of the section is restricted to rational initial points and vertices (of
polyhedra). Those systems can compute considering that the input is the initial
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Fig. 5. Piece-wise Constant Derivative trajectories.

position (in a given zone) and that halt and result correspond to entering some
other identiﬁed zone. In four dimensions, it is possible to encode the conﬁguration
of a Turing machine and operate it in the following way. The words over {a, b}
(left and right part of the tape) are encoded with the recursive function ψ deﬁned
by: ψ(ε) = 1/4, ψ(a.w) = 1/3(1 + ψ(w)), and ψ(b.w) = 1/3(2 + ψ(w)). Symbols
can be accessed by the primitives in Fig. 6. (Scaling in Fig. 6(b) is done by
changing the direction; proportions are preserved by Thales’s theorem.) The
tape needs two dimensions ((0, 1)2 ). The state is encoded as the part in space
the trajectory is in. The trajectory loops and that each loop corresponds to a
transition of the Turing machine. Building and merging the “looping pipes” use
the two extra dimensions.

1

b
1

1

0

0

a
0

ε

(a) extract the first symbol

(b) re-scale

(c) prefixing with a

Fig. 6. Primitives for manipulating sequences of symbols.

With a more involved proof, the Reachability problem—to decide whether a
zone can be reached from a point—is thus undecidable in dimension 3 and above.
Adding dimensions to the systems allows to add nested levels of Zeno eﬀect and
to climb hierarchies in the undecidable. With d dimensions, the level d−2 of the
arithmetical hierarchy (viz. Σd−2 )1 is decidable (Asarin and Maler 1995; Asarin
et al. 1995). The model is even more powerful: Reachability is complete on levels
of the hyper-arithmetic hierarchy2 (Bournez 1997, 1999a,b).
1
2

Σ0 is the recursive sets, Σ1 is recursively enumerable sets, e.g. the Halting problem.
Extension of the arithmetical hierarchy to ordinal indices.
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Signal Machines

This section is dedicated to signal machines (SM) (Durand-Lose 2005, 2006).
This model was born as a continuous abstraction of Cellular Automata (CA)
(Durand-Lose 2008). Signals allow to store and transmit information, to start a
process, to synchronize, etc. They are the key tool in CA both for building CA
and for understanding. CA dynamics are often detailed as signals interacting in
collisions resulting in the generations of new signals.
CA-signals extend over one or more discrete cells whilst SM-signals are
dimensionless points on a 1-dimensional Euclidean space. The main properties of
CA are preserved: synchronicity (signals move at the same pace) and uniformity
(the dynamics are always and everywhere the same: the speeds and interactions only rely on the nature of signals, like CA-patterns deﬁne the evolution of
discrete signals). Signals have uniform movement and “draw” line segments on
space-time diagrams. The nature of a signal is called a meta-signal.
A Signal machine (SM) is deﬁned by a triplet (M, S, R) where M is a ﬁnite
set of meta-signals, S is a function associating a speed to each meta-signal, and R
is a set of collision rules. A collision rule associates to sets of at least two metasignals of diﬀerent speeds (incoming) a set of meta-signals of diﬀerent speeds
(outgoing). R is deterministic: a set appears at most once as the left (incoming)
part of a rule.
In any conﬁguration, there are ﬁnitely many signals and collisions. They are
located in distinct places in space. Since a signal is completely deﬁned by its
associated meta-signal and a collision by a rule, a conﬁguration is fully deﬁned
by associating to each point on the real axis a meta-signal, a rule or nothing.
As long as signals do not meet, each one moves uniformly; whereas as soon
as two or more signals meet, a collision happens. Collisions provide a discrete
time scale. Dynamics are deﬁned using it: at any collision, incoming signals are
instantly replaced by outgoing signals according to collision rules. In-between
collisions, signals regularly propagate. This emphasizes the hybrid aspect of SM:
continuous steps separated by discrete steps.
To ﬁnd the location of a collision, a linear system of two equations in two
variables has to be solved. Thus the location of any collision of signals whose
speeds and initial locations are rational numbers, has to be rational. A signal
machine is rational (Q-SM) if all speeds are rational numbers as well as any nonvoid positions in any initial conﬁguration. In any generated space-time diagram,
all collisions have rational locations and the positions of signals are rational at
each collision time.
Example 1 (Finding the middle). It is possible to compute the middle of two
signals, i.e. to position a signal exactly there. This is illustrated in Fig. 7 where
a O signal is positioned exactly half-way between two W signals (bottom of
Fig. 7(c)). The meta-signals and collision rules are deﬁned in the left Fig. 7. On
the right, is depicted a space-time diagram generated from a conﬁguration with
signals of meta-signals (left to right): Sub, Add, Add, W and W.
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The process is started by the arrival of a Add signal on the left. When it
→
−
encounters the left W, it is transformed into A and R . The latter is three times
←
−
faster than the former and bounces on the right W; it becomes then R , still
three times faster (but with opposite direction). It encounters A exactly halfway between the two W. The correct positioning of this collision can be proved
by computing the locations of all the intermediate collisions.
Considering the rules in Fig. 7(b), ﬁnding the middle only uses the three ﬁrst
ones as can be read from the diagram. The fourth one allows to generate the
middle between the left W and the ﬁrst O on right of it. This is started by
sending another Add from the left as illustrated in the middle in Fig. 7(c).
It is also possible to suppress the ﬁrst O on the right of the left W. To achieve
this, a Sub order is sent from the left. It becomes E when passing over W. Signal
E collides and destroys the ﬁrst O it encounters. This corresponds to the last
two rules and the top of Fig. 7(c).

(a) meta-signals
→
−
{ Add, W } → { W, A, R }
−
→
←
−
{ R,W} → { R,W}
←
−
{ A, R } → { O }
−
→
←
−
{ R,O} → { R,O}
{ Sub, W } → { W, E }
{ E, O } → { }

(b) collision rules

R+
W

W
Time

Name Speed
Add, Sub 1/3
A, E
1
0
O, W
→
−
3
R
←
−
R
−3

E

A

O
O
←
−
R
→
−
R

W
O

Sub
Add

←
−
R

W
A
→
−
R

Add W
Space

W
R

(c) space-time diagram

Fig. 7. Finding the middle and more.

Finding the middle is a key primitive for designing SM. For example, as
shown above, it is possible to use it repeatedly to record any natural number in
unary (with O’s as in Fig. 7(c)) in a bounded space.
3.1

Turing Computability

Signal machines can simulate any Turing machine (TM) as shown in Fig. 8. The
evolution of the TM in Fig. 8(a) can be seen in Fig. 8(b). Vertical (null speed)
signals encode each cell of the tape. Zigzagging signals indicate the position of
the head and record the state of the automaton. Another interest of SM is to
provide graphical traces.
The enlargement of the tape is done with the middle construction, but backwards! It is also possible to set these speeds such that the distance is halved
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←
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1
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−
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→
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a
#

→
−
qi
b

a
^

(b) SM simulation

Fig. 8. Simulating a Turing machine with a signal machine.

each time. The width of the whole tape is then bounded independently from the
number of cells.
This construction works on Q-SM that can be simulated exactly on any
computer. Leaving open the deﬁnition of input, halt and output, Q-SM have
exactly the same computing power as TM. This leads to the undecidability
of many problems for Q-SM (expressible in classic context since everything is
rational) like: decide whether the number of collisions is ﬁnite or decide whether
a meta-signal appears or a collision rule is used.
Using various meta-signals similar to O in Fig. 7, it is possible to encode
sequences of letters functioning as a stack. This can also be achieved by using
positions to encode values (Durand-Lose 2006) (with irrational positions, it is
even possible to encode inﬁnite stacks). It is possible to simulate any TM with
a constant number of signals and collisions involving only two signals resulting
in exactly two signals (conservation of the number of signals), but moreover this
remains true if rules should be injective: the rule is also deﬁned by outgoing signals (reversibility) (Durand-Lose 2012). This simulation uses reversible universal
TM (Bennett 1988; Lecerf 1963; Morita et al. 1989).
Signal machines can also be used to simulate the Cyclic Tag Systems introduced in Cook (2004). His work restarted the race to small universal machines,
e.g. on TM (Woods and Neary 2009). The smallest Turing-universal SM known
simulates any CTS and has 13 meta-signals and 21 collision rules (Durand-Lose
2011b).
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Malleability of Space-Time and the Black Hole Model

The context is the continuum without scale nor origin; scaling or translating the
initial produces the same space-time diagram. In particular, if all distances are
halved, then so are the durations.
It is possible to dynamically re-scale a conﬁguration and then to restart
it with a construction similar to the PCD re-scaling in Fig. 6(b). To freeze a
computation, a signal crosses the conﬁguration and replaces everything it meets
by parallel signals. Being parallel, there is no collision and the (relative) distances
are preserved. It is unfrozen by a signal of the same velocity as the freezing one.
There is no limit to scaling. It is possible to restart the shrinking process
forever as illustrated in Fig. 9. Each time the entangled original computation
is activated with the same relative duration because although the activation
duration is halved, since distances are halved, duration between collision is also
halved. Altogether, in this ﬁnite portion of the space-time diagram, the whole
inﬁnite original space-time diagram is entangled.

(a) initial figure

(b) structure

(c) entanglement

Fig. 9. Iterated shrinking.

With a bounded space simulation of a TM entangled, if the computation
stops, then it is in bounded time. With minor modiﬁcations, it is possible to let
some signal leave the iterated shrinking in such a case. Outside of the structure,
this witness of the halt could be collected but this can only happen during a
bounded delay. This bound on duration can be “implemented” in the space-time
diagram by a collision with another signal. If the machine does not halt, then
nothing is received before that collision, whilst in case of halting, the witness is
collected before. Outside of the shrinking structure, the halt is decided. SM can
hyper-compute by creating a local Zeno eﬀect (Durand-Lose 2005, 2006).
The general principle behind this construction is to have two time-lines: one
is inﬁnitely accelerated and does the computation and possibly sends some signal
while the other waits for it with some timeout. This corresponds to the so-called
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Black Hole model of computation (Hogarth 2004; Andréka et al. 2009; Etesi
and Németi 2002). The accumulation above the space-time diagram in Fig. 9(c)
corresponds to the Black Hole.
3.3

Build and Use Fractals

Many fractals can be generated using SM in a straightforward way. For example,
four meta-signals are enough to build the fractal accumulation in Fig. 10(a). The
space-time diagram is undeﬁned at this accumulation singularity. Recursively
generating middles also generate a fractal as in Fig. 10(b). By considering left
and right thirds instead of halves, a classical construction of the Cantor set is
generated as in Fig. 10(c). By varying the speed and the proportion, it is possible
to generate sets of any fractal dimension between 0 and 1 (Senot 2013, Chap. 5).

left
left

zig
zag
zig

right
right

(a) simple accumulation

(b) half slicing

(c) Cantor set

Fig. 10. Fractals.

In Fig. 10(b) spaces are sliced in half at each step. This can be used to provide
parallelism and deal with one sub-cases on each side. For boolean formulas, it
is possible to recursively slice for each and every variable. All cases are thus
generated. If the variables appear in some boolean formula whose satisﬁability
is to be checked, then one gets a scheme to solve the satisfaction of boolean
formula (SAT). This scheme can also deal with quantiﬁed variables to solve the
PSPACE-complete Quantify SAT (QSAT) (Sipser 1997, Sect. 8.3).
If a boolean formula contains 10 variables, then 10 levels of slicing are done.
(What remains of the construction of the fractal in Fig. 10(b) is useless and
dangerous since the diagram is not deﬁned at the limit.) For example, in Fig. 11,
the QSAT formula, ∃x1 ∀x2 ∀x3 x1 ∧ (¬x2 ∨ x3 ), is represented by a ray of signals
encoding all its elements. Computation is organized following a complete binary
tree (of depth 3). Evaluation is done on the leafs and results are aggregated on
top of the space-time diagram.
A speciﬁc machine is generated for each formula. Using a more complex
encoding, it is possible to use a unique machine for which the initial conﬁguration
totally encodes the formula (Duchier et al. 2012; Senot 2013, Chap. 8).
It is also possible to solve other problems on formulas: how many satisfying
valuations (#SAT, #P-complete)? What is the “smallest” satisfying valuation?
etc. One “just” has to change the way the variable-free formulas are evaluated
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Fig. 11. Solving QSAT with fractal computation, the whole picture.

and the results are aggregated to generate an integer, a valuation, etc. This is a
modular parametrization of the construction.
More levels of the fractal are generated as needed. It does not need more
time or space. Altogether, there is a SM able to decide any instance of QSAT in
constant space and time. Using a controlled and unﬁnished fractal construction
to display parallel computations and then aggregate the result is called fractal
computation.
Discrete complexity measures are deﬁned by considering space-time diagrams
as directed acyclic graphs. A direct causal link exists between two signals if the
ﬁrst ends in the collision where the second starts. A causal link is its transitive closure. Time complexity is then the size of the longest sequence of signals
with direct causal link between each two consecutive signals (path in the DAG).
Space complexity is the largest number of signals without any causal link. With
these deﬁnitions, complexity is quadratic in time (cubic for the generic case) but
exponential in space.
Figure 10(a) shows that it is possible to build a fractal with only four diﬀerent
speeds. With two speeds or less, the number of collisions is ﬁnite and bounded.
With three speeds, the situation is two-fold: in a Q-SM, signals must travel on
a regular mesh (without any accumulation). But accumlation might happen as
soon as there is an irrational ratio between speeds or between initial positions.
This can be understood by the presence of a mechanism computing the gcd,
which only converges on rational (Becker et al. 2003).
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What about the computing capability? In the rational case, the same mesh
shows that usable memory is ﬁnite and bounded. Whereas in the other case, it is
possible to simulate a TM using a fractal construction step to enlarge the tape
(Durand-Lose 2013).
3.4

Analog Computation

This section deals with computation on real numbers. They are represented
by the distance between two (parallel) signals of distinct meta-signals (base or
value)—or one encoding zero (zero). Dividing by two corresponds to ﬁnding
the middle. Multiplication by any constant can be done likewise. Adding two
numbers can be done as in Fig. 12(a). The presence of a parallelogram proves
the equality of the distances. Subtraction can be done similarly as depicted in
Fig. 12(b) where the parallelogram is folded around the lower right value.
value

base

base value
6

value value

base

end

end

add
base

−6

12
value

value base

(a) adding 12 to −6

sub

base

−6

12

base

−18

value

value base

(b) subtracting 12 from −6

Fig. 12. Basic operations on reals.

Starting from a sequence of real values (like the sequence of cells of the
tape of a TM), it is possible to multiply by constants and to add a value to
another inside a window (bounded part of the sequence) and to move the window.
These primitives could be triggered by some deterministic ﬁnite automata (or
sequential program). The state of the automaton can be encoded in the metasignals used to carry out the operations.
The automaton can be equipped with conditional transition: testing the sign
of a value can be used to branch. The automaton can have an initial and ﬁnal
state (no more collisions then). Constants may be provided in the initial conﬁguration.
Altogether, starting from a ﬁnite sequence of real numbers (inﬁnity extendable on both side), it is possible to store in a cell the linear combination of values
around it, branch according to sign and move inside the sequence. This corresponds to the BSS model (Blum et al. 1989, 1998) without inner multiplication.
It is the linear version of it: lin-BSS (Bournez 1999b; Meer and Michaux 1997)
with an unbounded number of registers.
Signal machines are capable of implementing lin-BSS. The converse is also
true. The conﬁguration of a SM can be represented by a sequence of blocks,
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each one encoding the meta-signal, the distance to next plus various temporary
registers. The lin-BSS machine runs through the conﬁguration and computes the
minimal time to a collision. Since speeds are constant of the SM, they become
constants of the lin-BSS machine, thus everything is linear.
Once this delay to the next collision time is known, the automaton runs
through the conﬁguration again. Distances are updated. When the distance is
zero, then a collision happens. Involved signals are replaced according to rules
(which are hard encoded into the automaton). If the number of signals is changed,
all the values on the right are moved accordingly. When room is needed (or should
be removed) shifting the values in the cells is done like for a TM.
BSS and Computable Analysis. Taking accumulations and inﬁnitely many signals during ﬁnite duration into account allows to go further on.
For example, it is possible to extract an inﬁnite sequence of 0 and 1 representing the binary encoding of a real number. This ﬂow can be used to make
a multiplication: each time half and add or not depending on the received bit.
Inner multiplication thus becomes possible and the whole classical BSS model
can be implemented (Durand-Lose 2007).
Accumulation can also be perceived as a convergent approximating process
which is the foundation of recursive/computable analysis, type-2 TM (Weihrauch
2000). In this context, an input is an inﬁnite stream of symbols representing a
convergent approximation (approximation bound is known at each step) and the
output is also such a stream (once something is output, it cannot be modiﬁed)
with the same representation. It is possible to make an accumulation to be
located according to a process generating such a stream (Durand-Lose 2009,
2011a) on a Q-SM.
One last result about isolated accumulation on Q-SM: not only they cannot
happen everywhere (by a simple cardinality argument) but their possible locations are exactly characterized in (Durand-Lose 2011c). They can only happen
at dates that correspond to computably enumerable (c.e.) real numbers (Calude
2002, Chap. 7), i.e. there is a TM that produces an increasing and convergent
inﬁnite sequence (there is no hypothesis on the quality of the approximation).
The positions of isolated accumulations are exactly the diﬀerences of two such
numbers. Position and date can be handled independently. This is proved by a
two scales construction: an embedded TM is accelerated and stopped so that
it provides the data on request in bounded time, the large scale directs the
accumulation to the right spot according to the provided data.

4

Conclusion

Presented models operate inside continuous euclidean spaces. Their variety is
huge as well as their computing capabilities. They bring forth a new kind of
algorithmic where localization, distance, relative positions, etc., provide possibilities as well as constraints.
Unsurprisingly, the capability to compute in the Turing understanding is
common. As soon as it is possible to take advantage of continuity of space and
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time, analog computation and hyper-computation arise too (thus transcending
the Church-Turing thesis).
This remains true only in the ideal word of the model where there is no error,
nor approximation, nor limit to sub-division or to density of information. This
is a limit to the realism of the models. Other arguments are the unbounded
quantity of information that can be stored and retrieved in a bounded space and
the absence of Heisenberg’s Uncertainty principle at any scale.
This leads to wonder what would be their discrete approximation. Discrete
geometry and related issues are a totally diﬀerent world. Nevertheless, for signal
machines, the discrete counterpart exists (CA) and there are works on exact
discretization: (Besson and Durand-Lose 2016).
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